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This paper deals with simulation of the spreading and solidification of a fully molten particle impacting onto a preheated substrate under traditional plasma spraying conditions. The multiphase problem governing equations of mass, momentum
and energy conservation taking into account heat transfer by conduction, convection, and phase change are solved by using a finite element approach. The interface
between molten particle and surrounding air, is tracked using the Level Set method.
The effect of the Reynolds number on the droplet spreading and solidification, using
a wide range of impact velocities (40-250 m/s), is reported. A new correlation that
predicts the final spread factor of splat as a function of Reynolds number is obtained. Thermal contact resistance, viscous dissipation, wettability and surface tension forces effects are taken into account.
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Introduction

The plasma spray technology is extensively used in a wide variety of applications
(aerospace, automotive, nuclear, etc.) to provide functional surfaces. This technique consists of
injecting the powdered material (~10-100 mm) into a plasma jet where particles are heated,
melted and propelled at high speed toward the surface to be coated on which they flatten, quench
rapidly and solidify. Coating is built up when millions of individual splats are cumulatively deposited on the top of each other giving a multilayered structure [1]. During the last three decades, much attention has been given to understanding the nature and microstructure of the resulting coatings. Many researchers have shown that the thermo-mechanical properties of
plasma-sprayed coatings are strongly related to the physical contact between the layered splats
and that the first layer in contact with the substrate governs the adhesion of the coating to the
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substrate [1]. Therefore, a better understanding of the spreading, cooling, and solidification process of an individual droplet impinging onto a substrate is required in order to improve control
and quality of coating in deposition process. Furthermore, in plasma spray process, as the
spreading and solidification of an individual droplet are complete before the next droplet arrives
on the substrate, the solidification of an individual droplet is considered not been affected by
other droplets.
The spread factor, x, which is defined as the ratio of the wetted surface diameter to the
droplet initial diameter, is an important parameter in the process of droplet spreading, knowing
that the quality of contact between layers is strongly related to the extent of droplet spreading
[2]. This parameter is generally expressed as function of Reynolds number through relationships
in the form x = CRea [1]. The relationship may also contain the Weber number, but in plasma
spray process, the effect of the Weber number may be considered trivial due to the effect of inertia forces which is more important than that of the surface tension [3].
Several works: experimental [4, 5], computational [6-9], and also analytical [10-13]
have been performed to understand the process of droplet impact, spreading, and solidification,
and also to predict the maximum spread factor as a function of the impact conditions.
One of the earliest models dealing with the maximum spread factor is the Jones model
[10]. Based on mass and energy conservation and neglecting the surface tension and solidification effects, he found a correlation expressed as x = 1.16Re1/8. The model developed by
Madejski [13] is considered in the literature as one of the pioneering works. This model is based
on a cylindrical deformation of the droplet taking into account viscous energy dissipation and
surface tension effects. It assumes that solidification, which has an important effect on the
spreading phenomena, starts at the end of spreading. The outcome of the model is a correlation
written as x = MRe1/5, where M is a constant equal to 1.2941. The model developed by Yoshida
[12] gives also an expression of the spread factor similar in form to that of Madejski's flow
model with M equal to 0.83, however the results obtained are 35% underestimated compared to
the ones obtained assuming Madejski model. Pasandideh-Fard et al. [11] developed an analytical model neglecting the surface tension effects .They then arrived at a simple expression for the
maximal spread factor x = 0.5Re0.25. The exponent 0.25 is not far from the quoted exponent 0.2
found by the authors of [12,13]. Numerical simulations carried out by several authors have also
arrived to similar expressions of the spread factor with different M values, e. g. M = 1.18 [14],
1.04 [15], 1.0 [16], 0.925 [17], and 0.82 [18].
The literature is, however, poor concerning studies using micrometric droplets with
high impact velocities, such as in the case of plasma spray process. Therefore, there is a need in
developing useful models for simulations of droplet impact, spreading, and solidification under
plasma spray conditions.
The aim of this study is to simulate the fluid flow, heat transfer, and solidification phenomena occurring during the normal impact of a molten alumina particle droplet onto a preheated stainless steel substrate using a finite element method. Numerical simulations are carried
out in order to investigate the effect of the Reynolds number on the droplet spreading and solidification. Results are then used to establish a correlation that predicts the spread factor as a function of the Reynolds number under plasma spray conditions.
Numerical model and governing equations

The process of impact, spreading and solidification of a molten droplet impinging onto
a solid surface involves fluid flow, heat transfer, and phase change. The model has also to deal
with the interface between the droplet and the surrounding gas and between liquid and solid
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Table 1. Boundary conditions
Boundary

Navier-Stokes
equations

Heat transfer
equation

1

Axial symmetry

Axial symmetry

2, 3

No slip condition

Insulation

4

Wetted wall

Insulation

5

Not active

Axial symmetry

6, 7

Not active

Insulation

Figure 1. Initial configuration and
computational domain. Numeric labels: 1 to 7
refer to boundaries for which conditions are set
on tab. 1

phases. The overall impact problem is schematically shown in fig. 1; the boundary conditions are
listed in tab. 1.
The fluid flow during the droplet spreading onto the substrate is modeled by using the
full Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows:
r

¶u
+ r( uÑ ) u = -Ñp + Ñm[Ñu + (Ñu) T ] + rg + FTS + F
¶t
Ñu = 0

(1)
(2)

where u is the velocity, p – the pressure, r – the density, m – the kinematic viscosity, g – the gravitational acceleration, F – the term source corresponding to the occurrence of the droplet solidification, and FTS represents the capillary forces given by:
FTS = skdn

(3)

where s, d, and k are, respectively, the surface tension coefficient, the Dirac function, and the
average local slope of the curve at the liquid-gas interface. n is the normal at the liquid-gas interface.
The Level Set method [19] which is a robust and accurate method, is used to track the
evolution of the liquid-gas interface. It is characterized by a stable behavior and good conservation properties. In this method, the interface is represented by a certain level set or iso-contour of
a scalar function f. This function f is a smoothed step function that equals (0) in a domain and
(1) in its complementary part. Across the interface, there is a smooth transition from (0) to (1)
and the interface is represented by the 0,5 iso-contour (fig.1). The function f is advected by the
fluid flow according to:
¶f
é
Ñf ù
(4)
+ uÑf = gÑ êeÑf - f(1 - f)
¶t
| Ñf| úû
ë
The terms on the left-hand side give the correct motion of the interface, while those on
the right-hand side are necessary for numerical stability. The parameters e and g determine the
thickness of the region and the amount of re-initialization or stabilization of the level set function, respectively, [19].
Both fluids are assumed incompressible and Newtonian, and the surrounding gas (air)
has no effect on the deposition process. Any property a of the two fluids at the interface such as
density, viscosity or thermal conductivity is expressed as:
a = a gas + f(a liauide - a gas )

(5)
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The heat exchanges between the droplet, air, and substrate are taken into account by
the model using the energy equation:
¶T
(6)
+ Ñ ( - lÑT ) = - r C p uÑT
r Cp
¶t
where T, r, and Cp denote, respectively, temperature, density, and specific heat. The term on the
right-hand side is introduced to include the convective heat effects. The energy equation is
solved in all domains shown in fig. 1.
The thermal contact resistance (TCR) is modeled by defining a thin layer of arbitrary
thickness l0 which attaches the two domains (splat and substrate). The effective thermal conductivity kl of the splat is related to the TCR by eq. (7):
l0
(7)
TCR
To analyze the solidification problem, the latent heat related to the solidification must
be taken into account. Therefore, in the splat domain, the specific heat Cp in the energy eq. (6) is
replaced by:
H
(8)
C p = C psolide +
+ Hd
Tm
where H is the latent heat of transition, Tm the melting temperature, and d is a Gaussian curve
given by:
é (T - Tm ) 2 ù
expêú
ë ( DT ) 2 û
(9)
d=
DT p
kl =

Here DT is the temperature interval of phase change.
The source term in eq. (1) is defined in eq. (10) and serves to slow down the velocity of
the fluid at the phase-change interface and eventually arrests its motion as the droplet solidifies
[20]:
(1 - b) 2
(10)
F=
Cu
b3 + h
Here C is the mushy zone constant (should have high value to produce a proper damping), h –
arbitrary constant (should have small value to prevent division by zero), u – the spreading velocity of the splat, and b – the volume fraction of the liquid phase, given by:
T < Tm - DT
ì0
ï T - Tm + DT
(11)
b=í
Tm - DT £ T £ Tm + DT
2D T
ï
T > Tm + DT
î1
The numerical model is solved using an Eulerian approach in a fixed grid and a Finite
Element implemented in COMSOL software. Its validation was presented in [21, 22].
Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows a 2-D axisymmetric representation of deformation and solidification
sequence of a single droplet impinging onto a stainless steel substrate with an impact velocity of
40 m/s. The TCR and equilibrium contact angle were held constant and set, respectively, to
10–7nm2K/W and 70° [23]. Initial conditions and thermo-physical properties of different materi-
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als used in this study are
listed in tab. 2. The droplet begins to deform once
it hits the substrate, its
shape starts to change and
the liquid begins to expand outwards in the radial direction. Solidification occurs immediately
after deformation in the
lowest layer of the droplet
in contact with the substrate, a plateau forms
leading to deceleration of
the liquid motion. The
Figure 2. Deformation and solidification sequence of a single droplet
impinging onto a stainless steel substrate with an impact velocity of 40 droplet reaches its static
ms–1.The solidified part in the droplet is shown in black and the arrows state after a finite spreading time in the order of a
indicate the sense of fluid motion
microsecond.
Table 2. Initial conditions and thermo-physical properties of materials used in this study

Density, r
Viscosity, m

Alumina

Air

Stainless steel

Units

2900

1.3

7850

kgm–3

12·10–3

1.7·10–5

–

Pa·s

–

Nm–1

Surface tension, s
Thermal conductivity, K
Heat capacity, Cp
Diffusivity, a
Latent heat of fusion, DH
Thermal inertia, rCp
Initial diameter, di
Initial temperature, Ti
Impact velocity, Vi

0.6
5

0.0262

44.5

Wm–1K–1

1425

1004

475

Jkg–1K–1

1.20·10–6

2·10–5

1.19·10–5

m–2s–1

770

–

–

kJkg–1

4132500

–

3728750

Jm–3K–1

20

–

–

µm

2800

300

700

K

40-250

–

–

ms–1

One of the most important factors affecting the droplet spreading and solidification
and thus the splat shape is the Reynolds number. In order to investigate the effect of this number
on the droplet spreading and solidification, a number of simulations were performed by using
different impact velocities ranging from 40 to 250 m/s. The investigated velocity range and the
initial substrate temperature, are conditions for which no splashing was observed. The
plasma-sprayed alumina splat has a circular disk shape allowing the axis-symmetric model approach to be applied.
Figure 3 shows the spread factor evolution for different Reynolds numbers. This factor
characterizes the droplet spreading and therefore may serve to control the impact conditions.
This figure shows that the spread factor increases rapidly in the first instants after impact, which
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Figure 3. Spread factor evolution for different
Reynolds numbers

Figure 4. Droplet temperature evolution at 1 mm
depth location from the substrate surface
(z = 1 mm)

means that droplet starts spreading rapidly after impingement. This is due to the high compression that the droplet undergoes at the impact; a shock wave generates and proceeds upward inside the droplet. Thus, the elastic energy on the compressed liquid is then gradually transferred
into the kinetic energy of lateral flow [24, 25].
Increasing the Reynolds number leads to a significant increase in the maximum spread
factor and reduction of the required time for achieving the spreading.
The droplet temperature evolution at 1 mm depth location from the substrate surface
(z = 1 mm) for different Reynolds number is shown in fig. 4. It can be seen from this figure that
the solidification starts rapidly when increasing the Reynolds number. This is due to the enhancement of heat transfer from the droplet to the substrate and also to the spreading area
which increases with the Reynolds number.
The simulations carried out for different values of Re permit to derive a new correlation that predicts the value of the maximum spread factor as function of Reynolds number for
high impact velocities ranging from 40 m/s to 250 m/s such as that used in plasma spray process.
A regression analysis carried out on all the numerical results computed for different Reynolds
number show that the spread factor is in proportion of the 0.25 power of the Reynolds number
leading to the expression: x = 0.6166.Re0.25.
For comparison purpose, other relationships
predicted or calculated in most cited research in
the literature are plotted together with the correlation obtained in the present work in the same
fig. 5.
The models of Madejski [13] and Bertagnoli
[17] give higher values of the spread factor as
compared to values given by our correlation.
This may be due to several raisons. For example,
in the analytical model of Madejski, the solidification was assumed to take place after the deformation, thus leading to a large value of x. In the
numerical model of Bertagnoli, who used a finite
Figure 5. Spread factor vs. Reynolds number for elements method with a Lagrangian description
different correlations
to describe the motion of the viscous melt in a ce-
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ramic droplet, the wetting effects were neglected. The model developed in the present wok takes
into account both solidification and wetting effect, which have a major influence on the spreading and solidification process, and therefore may give better prediction.
The value of the exponent of Re derived in the correlation developed in the present
work is similar to that of the analytical relationship derived by Pasandideh-Fard et al. [11],
while the value of the coefficient differs slightly. This may be due to the inappropriate estimation of the thermal contact resistance; and the contact angle when it is not available in the literature. Thermal contact resistance was assigned zero in the model of Pasandideh-Fard, leading to a
maximum heat transfer between the liquid and the substrate and to a decrease in the solidification time resulting in a decrease in the spreading length.
Conclusions

A 2-D axisymmetric model based on a finite element method was developed to simulate the droplet spreading and simultaneous solidification on a stainless steel substrate under
plasma spraying conditions. The effect on the Reynolds number on the droplet spreading and solidification was investigated by using different impact velocities within the range 40 to 250 m/s.
Thermal contact resistance, viscous dissipation, wettability and surface tension forces effects
are taken into account in the model. A correlation that predict the spread factor as a function of
the Reynolds number was obtained, x = 0.6166Re0.25. This correlation may give better prediction compared to others presented in the literature in the case of alumina droplets spreading on
preheated substrate.
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Nomenclature
C
Cp
di
F
FTS
g
H
l0
L
K
k
kl
n
p
Re
T
Ti
Tm
TCR
t
u

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

mushy zone constant,
specific heat, [Jkg–1K–1]
initial diameter, [m]
term source
surface tension forces, [N]
gravitational acceleration, [ms–2]
latent heat of transition, [Jkg–1]
arbitrary thickness, [m]
latent heat, [Jkg–1]
thermal conductivity, [Wm–2K–1]
average local slope of the curve at the
interface
effective thermal conductivity,
[Wm–2K–1]
normal to the interface
pressure, [Pa]
Reynolds number, (= rudi/m)
temperature, [K]
initial temperature, [K]
melting temperature, [K]
thermal contact resistance, [m 2KW–1]
time, [s]
velocity fields, [ms –1]

Vi
We

– impact velocity, [ms –1]
– Weber number, (= ru2di/s)

Greek symbols
b
g
d
e
q
m
x
r
s
F
f

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

volume fraction of the liquid phase
stabilisation parameter, [ms–1]
Gaussian function
interface thickness, [m]
contact angle
dynamic viscosity, [Pa·s]
spread factor
density, [kgm–3]
surface tension, [Nm–1]
level set function
arbitrary constant

Subscripts
i
m
s

– initial condition
– melting
– substrate
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